Dear Sir, in this Letter two cases of fraudulent scientific conduct in the field of the Physical Sciences that occurred in 2007 on the arXiv pre-print repository maintained by the Cornell University are reported.
They pertain the so-called gravitomagnetic frame-dragging, or LenseThirring effect. It is a prediction of the General Theory of Relativity (GTR) about the behaviour of gyroscopes and satellites moving in the gravitational field of a rotating body such as, e.g., the Earth. It has been the subject of intense experimental scrutiny in recent years. Perhaps, the most famous experiment aimed to testing frame-dragging is the spacecraft-based Gravity Probe B (GP-B) mission 1 In December 2007, a certain G. Forst, who never had published anything before, appeared on arXiv. He posted a manuscript [2] criticizing certain aspects of the GP-B mission. His email, g.forst@yahoo.com, was not an academic one, and it could not be possible to retrieve the alleged Forst's institution, FGP Behrenstr. 1 10117 Berlin, on the Internet. In January 2008, the arXiv's moderators retracted the Forst's pre-print with the following comment: "This submission has been removed because 'G.Forst' is a pseudonym of a physicist based in Italy who is unwilling to submit articles under his own name. This is in explicit violation of arXiv policies. Roughly similar content, contrasting the relative merits of the LAGEOS and GP-B measurements of the frame-dragging effect, can be found in pp. 43-45 of: [3] ". Nonetheless, I. Ciufolini was the sole author in the scientific community who frequently cited the Forst's pre-print in talks and presentations given at international meetings and institutions, pre-prints and peer-reviewed papers. After 6 years, in September 2013 2 , the arXiv's moderators altered their original comment by writing: "This submission has been removed because 'G.Forst' is a pseudonym of Ignazio Ciufolini, who repeatedly submits inappropriate articles under pseudonyms. This is in explicit violation of arXiv policies. Roughly similar content, contrasting the relative merits of the LA-GEOS and GP-B measurements of the frame-dragging effect, can be found in pp. 43-45 of: [3] ". In May 2011, I. Ciufolini congratulated the GP-B team after they released their results by stating that: "GP-B was a beautiful and challenging experiment", as reported in an online blog run by Nature.
At present, the author of this Letter does not know why the arXiv's moderators disclosed the real identity of G. Felici and G. Forst after 6 years
